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Evidence based human centred product design
Working with 3 partners (bank, fintech, MNO) over 12
months.
The objective of the grant provider was to demonstrate the
benefits of using qualitative and quantitative data, both
internal and external to design more effective services.
❖

Financial services sector product design

❖

Customer needs workshops facilitated

❖

Field research skills

❖

Pilot design

❖

Usability testing in the field
Usability testing in Sierra Leone

Innovative digital banking product for market traders in Sierra
Leone 2019
Project management
Problem
A local bank (the client) wanted to expand its offering to
local traders, initially market traders. They are motivated by
government pressure, banking and informal provider
competition, and a desire to increase the usage of their new
digital channel. Traders find it difficult to leave their stalls
during the day and find banking halls and staff
intimidating.

The project lasted for 10 months and was managed
through 6 visits to Sierra Leone and weekly Zoom calls
with the local project manager and relevant bank staff.
Each meeting had a pre-arranged agenda. A detailed
project plan was drawn up and agreed to by the client
which agreed respective responsibilities and key stages.
I facilitated face to face and remote workshops with
management and the new product development
department to create persona, an ideal customer journey
and ideate possible solutions.
I conducted a training workshop with a colleague with
bank staff selected to be market researchers and took them
out into the market place to conduct interviews and test
low fidelity prototypes of two identified possible solutions.

User research

Field User Research: Interviews and cash flow visualisations. Used market
trader organisers to identify participants.

Interview plan
We explored:
Borrowing in groups: Whether customers would
prefer to form joint guarantee groups or individual
contracts
Access to savings for loan: Amount, period people
were willing to save to access a loan
Purpose of loan: identify strong motivators to
borrow
Loan term, amount, attributes: Validate capacity to
pay, term, frequency of repayment
Transaction channel: Evaluate if customer was
willing to repay at the bank, trust in teller,
convenience
Information, access channel: Assess channels of
choice for information, transaction, engagement
Marketing messages: reasons for borrowing,
challenges anticipated by the customer

Assumptive and ideal customer journey
Workshopped an assumptive and
ideal customer journey based on
assumptions to be tested and
customer knowledge from front line
staff and previous research

The ‘ideal’ customer journey for Yankaday

Awareness
AWARENESS

• Radio adverts
• TV adverts
• Miyone Teller
• PA system advert
• Through local
organizations

CONSIDER
Consider

Personal contact
through:
- Miyone teller
- Marketer
- Radio talk
show
- TV talk show
- Short plays at
market places

Apply

APPLY

• SMS would be great
to promote various
qualities of the
scheme
• Meet potential
customers in the
field to apply oneline
through Miyone
teller app
• Get all relevant
information which
will be sent to the
credit unit for
evaluation digitally

TRANSACT

• Miyone tellers will
be sent out to all
qualified
applicants to
effect transaction
• Daily cash
repayment
collection

SUPPORT

• Relationship
manager will
manage a CUG
group
• Documentation of
all complaints
received by an app
which will logs and
forwards them all to
system
• Better
understanding of
the issues raised to
be able to solve
reoccurring
problems
• Same day
resolution

LOYALTY

• Higher loan
amounts
• Referrals reward
scheme
• Partnership with
wholesalers who
are also customers
of the bank for
increased business
opportunities

User research generated insights on behaviour, choices and expectations
Every night we ‘downloaded’
data points, quotes and
observations on post-its,
clustered them into themes
and then categorised them on
a spreadsheet

We noted opportunities, pain points, experiences and areas that required
further research. Traders used different channels for different needs e.g. a box in
the house for liquidity, the Osusu (money collector) for working capital
management and if they used a bank, bank savings for long term aspirations.
This led to the question whether to compete with the Osusu as originally
envisaged or to build on the aspirations of the users which would also be a
better fit with a bank business model.

Low fidelity prototype
We tested the product concept with the target market by
showing them a sketched story board with two possible
products:
1. Savings led business loans
2. Saving for a dream (the bank’s interest was framed as a
contribution to their pot as the concept of interest was
alien to most users we interviewed and could be further
supplemented with a bonus contribution if savings were
retained for at least 6 months)

Financial advice website for young people (Information Architecture)
Objective:
To create a design and architecture for a site for
young people who are not confident about their
ability to identify and choose the financial
products that they need.
The aim of the site is to give the users the ability
to personalise the recommendations and
information they find to their individual needs.
There will be a variety of sources including
educational institutions, social and mainstream
media and financial services providers.
User insights:
Importance of personalisation emerged from user
interviews and led to building a profile element.
Surprised to discover frequency of advice taken
from parents, especially mother.

Process
Interviewed 3 experts
Looked at other financial advice sites
and financial literacy educational
materials for sixth form students
Tree tests and structured interviews
with 8 young people face to face and
remotely.
Created ‘wire frames’ using Axure and
re-tested navigation and layout with
users using feedback for final draft.

Key
Linking life events to financial requirements
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Improving customer service standards of agent banking channel in India
Problem

Agent management company wanted to improve the
service to customers by their agents and to provide
assistance to customers when they have problem with
the service. The objective is to attract more users and
increase loyalty

My role

I was a consultant engaged to support improvements in
the HCD approach of the local consultancy agency and
to encourage agile tools and a lean mindset to improve
the satisfaction of the commercial client.

Work
Done

1. Designed and ran workshop with client and local
agency to understand problem and regulatory
constraints. Found that some issues can only be
resolved by banks. That agents need to understand
which stakeholder can resolve which issues. Need to
understand motivations of agents to apparently
mislead customers - poor training, financial benefit etc.
2. Interviews with agents in the field to observe
behaviour with customers and test management
assumption was planned but Covid intervened.

Tool used in workshop to understand information flow
between stakeholders

Digitising savings groups in rural Sierra Leone
Client’s objective
The local NGO sponsor wanted to digitise the service so that
they would be able to collect data from the groups more
accurate and rapidly.
Challenges: known and discovered in user research
Most participants semi literate, did not have own smart phone,
poor bandwidth and unreliable electricity. A lack of trust in
technology

Developmental objective
To train the developer who had been nominated as the
UX researcher, to understand the mindset and
processes of a UX researcher - to learn how to observe
and listen to users in a non-judgemental manner, to
accept and work with the feedback from users

Work Done

I drew up and demonstrated a guide to usability testing
which we took out into the field (literally). The most
important areas and insights came from the vocabulary that
was used by users as opposed to that used by the developer in
the app., the quality of the phones available and the difficulty
in finding coverage to download data. The developer had not
realised that the users continued to use the manual system in
parallel and we explored the reasons behind this.
As a result of this research we prioritised sending text alerts
when a transaction was completed. Even though not everyone
had a phone, the fact that their neighbour received such an
alert gave everyone confidence that the system did actually
work.

Accelerated Experience Design Framework
❖

Integration of User Experience and Agile
processes to focus on getting to MVP quickly
by working collaboratively and only doing
what is necessary.

❖

Based on Google design sprints

❖

Adapted to specific needs of client and project
using remote workshops and interviews

❖

Guidelines, tool box and process map
produced,

❖

Project example - India consultancy
Design process

Remote workshops
Workshop 1: User needs with current
processes
Workshop 2: Evaluate and compare sprint
principles and processes
Individual interviews with team members to
explore experience and views of existing
process.
Workshop 3: Establish phase tested with case
study
Workshop 4: Ideate and sketch based on
solutions from case study

